Medieval Myths & Legends
Dragons

- Medieval dragons were figures in the Christian beliefs.
- In Medieval times dragons were symbolic of treachery, apostasy, anger, envy, and also calamity.
- However, dragons represented fear in the life of a hero.

The Flag of Wales
Robin Hood

- Archetypal English Folk Hero
- Nemesis Sheriff Nottingham
- John of English A.K.A. Prince John
- Robin himself is continually reshaped and redrawn, made to exemplify whatever values are deemed important by the storyteller at the time.
The Legend of Arthur

- King Arthur is one of the great mystic figures of Medieval Myth and Legend. Many tales surround him including: The Knights of the Round Table, Merlin the Wizard, & The Holy Grail, … just to mention a few.

- Lancelot and Guinevere.
- Sword & The Stone.
- The Lady of the Lake.

Artist: James Archer.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDM75-oXGmQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9DpC6x75s8
What color bread would a king usually eat?

A. Brown
B. Greenish-Purple
C. White
WHITE
What was Medieval parchment, or paper, made out of?

A. Leaves
B. Animal Skins
C. Bark
Animal Skins
In the Middle Ages, why were bells worn on clothing?

A. To scare away evil spirits
B. To bring the power of healing
C. To bring good luck
To scare away evil spirits.
What is a wimple?

A. A fancy headdress
B. A kind of dog
C. A length of cloth below the chin
A length of cloth below the chin
What was the name of the god who was killed by mistletoe?

A. Cleopateria
B. Balder
C. Loki
Balder
According to folklore, how tall was Little John?

A. Over ten feet
B. Over four feet
C. Over seven feet
Over Seven Feet!!!
In Medieval Times, who did most of the surgery?

A. Doctors
B. Barbers
C. Storekeepers
Barbers